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1. '. INTRODUCTION
In the investigation~f the static strength-of welded plate gir-
~. derswithslenderwebs, .specimens were subjected to'purebending ',moment,
,high shear, ,or combined bendingand.shear for examining the effects of
each type of loading. -The failure of a girder under each loading con...
dition·was characterized by, failure of a specific component of,the'gir-
der: the flange in,bending.and the. web in' shear (1). .Subsequent in-
vestigations on-the fatigue strength'of girders followed the· same load-
ing patterns (2,3,4,5,6). .The results indicated that a "shear girder"
with 'a. slender web.wouldmos,t-likely develop fatigue cracks in the web
. along its boundaries(2,3) and a '''bending girder
"
would probably fail at
a flange(4,6)----similarto'awelded,beam.with,transverse stiffeners •
. Since ,these 'modes of failure seem to 'agree well with ,those under static
loads"it'might-be'expected that a girder under repeated loads causing
. interaction between bending .and shearw0uld.developfatigue cracks
.simultaneously,in,thewE!b and at the flanges •. Whether this is true 'may
be revealed by an experimental investigation•. Such an investigation' is
proposed here.
-Because interactiononly,~ccursatpanels with high shear plus
high moment ;:the tes tgirders for interac,tionoften,havesome. of their
panels governed either by shear or by bending. Therefore, an investiga-
tion.of girders under interaction between-bending and shear also pro-
vides opportunities for the examination of other loading conditions. To
further study,shear and bending panels is another purpose of this pro-
.posed 'investigation.
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2. DESIGN OF SPECIMENS
Two identical girders are proposed. To conform to the previous
test girders'in panel configuration for comparison of results, it was
decided that the web depth of 50 inches and the aspect ratio ,of 1.0
(square panels) are to:bemaintained for the·two new girders. To
avoid any possibility of fatigue failure by. transverse butt-weld joints
in the web, a web'continuous throughout the length of the girdercwi11
be used •. The thickness of the .web, the·1engthof the girder, and the
size of the -flanges were so chosen that:
(a) 'The girder deflection at the loading point(s) would be
within the stroke limit of the loading jack(s).
(b) 'The intended test loads would be within the capacity of
of the loading .system.
(c) There would be at least two'pane1s under the interaction
of bending and shear (the main test panels), and, if possible,
(d) There would be some panels under pure bending moment or
high shear.
Because the .baslcfea:t!ure for the investigation is the "s lender
webs ll of girders, the thickness ,of the webs is preferably. 3/16 in. or
1/4 in. Fora web depth of SO· in., the web slenderness ratio will then
be always higher than the usual limit of 170 for bridge girders. By
. considering this and all those factors above, and by assuming that the
yield stresses of the· girder material are about 33ksL (ASTM-A373),
.the specimens ·were designed and are presented in Figure 1. A web
thickness of 1/4 in. as well as a difference in flange thickness'is
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necessary to keep the·girderdeflection within-allowable limits. The
. flange Gomponents will he butt~welded.together·withalto 2-1/2 'taper •
. Other details such ascutting:short .transverse stiffeners· at the tension
'. side' of thE: girde.rare also., shown in Figure,l. . The panels of a girder
. arenumbered.for.· reference.
In Table '1 are. sUIrimar.izedthe nominal strengths of each panel.
·As: indicated, ' panels,' 3 andS. of each girder are governed by the inter-
action:ofbending,andshear. The ·twoadjacentpanels (2and.6) are
,l1 shearpanels ll and.the panel. (4)' between the loads . is under 'pure bending .
.The buckling load .of· panels.l and 7.' is very,high.. Thus these 'panels
are expected to 'be .strongenoughto -anchor ·the·tensionfields of the
-neighboring. panels.
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3•.. LOADS
Since the sta·tic streng,thsof girder specimens are governed by
the interaction of bending and shear, it is difficult to seta stress
magnitude as the testing reference. It is proposed to use the static
strength .(P) as a guide and subject a girder to a load range of 0-65%
u
of the static strength, as was the case for thebendingandsheargir-
ders. The magnitudes of the loads are listed in Iable 1. (Aminimum
load of a few kips is needed to stabilize the test set up).
4
Each girder will be subjected to a static test up to the intended
maximumload·forinspection and test·observations. After that, repeated
·loads.will be applied until a crack occurs •. Repairs will then be made
and the test continued. The procedure has been employed for the pre-
vious girderswithgood·resultsandis expected to be applicable again
if the cracks do not occur in the flanges •
. If conditions warrant, static tests to -failure will be performed
to examine the effects of cracks on the static strength.
"-..,{
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4. EQUIPMENT. FUNDS. AND STAFF
It'is expected that the fatigue testing equipment and the
testing space at the Fritz Engineering.Laboratory.wi11 be available
to ,the project in the Fall of 1965. The cost of the specimens and the
salaries and wages of the investigating ,staff have been included in
the budgets of the project for the current and the forthcoming fiscal
years. The girder specimens, if approved, shall be ordered in the
Spring. It is believed that-the -existing staff of the project is
adequate for the investigation. Necessary assisting hands for testing
shall be -available without difficulty.
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TABLE'l
Girder Fa
Web -Slenderness ;200
, \
ratio'~
Ct 0.5
_Panels ; Strength '232 kips
, (1) and (7) 'Mode shear
Ct .LO
Panels -Strength 176 kips
(2) and (6) Mode shear
200
0.5
232 kips
shear
LO
176 -kips
-shear
6
Panel
(3) and (5)
Panel
(4)
Test Loads
-Test-Stresses
Ct ,-
Strength(Pu)
Mode
Ct
Strength
Mode
-Pmax
65%Jt%
-Pmin
Panels
(3) and (5)
Panel (4)
LO
_.152 kips
INTERACTION
L2
281 kips
Bending
99 kips
5 kips
0'max = 19.8 ksi
'fmax -= ,7.9 ksi
0'max= 1l.5 ksi
LO
152 kips
INTERACTION
L2
281kips
Bending
99 kips
Skips
O"max = 19.8 ksi
'fmax = 7.9 ksi
0'rhax = 11.5 ksi
NOTE: Two'identica1 girders; nominal 0' 33 ksiy
~12x 'l8
~3/16"~
v
3"'6\
3'16"
~TYP.)
@ ® (j)
./'
13" 50" 50" 25"T 6"
Panel@)
60"50"
®
50"
r5X~2
29'-0"
Material:ASTM - A 373
Two Identical Girders (Fe and F9)
Detail of Butt Weld
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